
Zimbabwe Social Democrats calls upon the nation to start 

thinking of the unthinkable; Mugabe refusing to resign, the 

human suffering getting a lot worse and the country ending 

up in the chaotic situation similar to that in Egypt or worse!   
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The nightmare scenario we have all dreaded is upon us, we must now think the unthink-

able! Mugabe rigged the July 2013 elections and he was pretty confident rigging eco-

nomic recovery would be a walk in the park. It has turned out to be an impossible task 

and he has given up.  

 

The consequences of failing to rig economic recovery are grim – the economy will con-

tinue in its dangerous nose dive. Things are terrible already, unemployment is 85% plus 

already, basic services like clean running water and electricity supply have all but gone, 

etc. and the human suffering they are causing is heart breaking. The prospect of anyone 

allowing the economic meltdown to continue and thus inflict even more human misery is 

simply unthinkable. Unthinkable to everyone else that is but not Mugabe.  

 

The Mugabe regime has done nothing to end the mismanagement and corruption. Even 

if the Chinese were to grant it $10 billion for the ZimAsset, the money would be wasted 

on current expenditure, corruption, etc. And the regime’s refusal to scrap its indigenisa-

tion policy means there will be no foreign investors. Vice President Mujuru has admitted 

the expected ZimAsset economic recovery will take “30 to 40 years” and not the five 

years the regime had promised. The regime does not seem bothered that the economic 

recovery will not happen and thus the economic meltdown, which is the only alternative 

left, will continue.  

 

The regime has clearly recognised that the worsening economic situation will increase 

the chances of social unrest, increased demonstrations and rioting, and it has responded 

by beefing up the Army, CIO, Police and Prison Guards. In other words the regime is in it 

for the long haul!  

 

If there was any doubt that Mugabe would resign rather than allow the economic melt-

down to continue; then the arrest last week of the Sunday Mail Editor have remove all 

such doubt. Mugabe accused the journalists who published the salary scandals involving 

Zanu PF appointees including his own spokesman, George Charamba, of pushing a “re-

sign change agenda.” He is clearly has no intention of resigning and is now going after 

those journalists with malicious intent to silence them and anyone else harbouring simi-

lar notion!   

 

The nation must now think the unthinkable for three reasons: 

 

a) If Mugabe has given up on delivering any economic recovery – it is clear he has – 

but will not resign – that too is also clear he will not, it is not in the DNA of ty-



rants to give up power – then economic meltdown will continue – that too is cer-

tain. The unthinkable is how much deeper the recesses of this hell is Mugabe go-

ing to drag this nation before something finally gives – something will have to 

give because the is a limit to how much suffering the nation can endure?  
 

b) What is going to give to allow the nation to finally end this Mugabe dictatorship? 
 

c) After 34 years of this brutal Zanu PF tyranny it is easy to see why Zimbabweans 

are finding it hard to trust each other and politicians. Will the new depth Mugabe 

is going to drag the nation push the nation over the edge. 
 

Countries like Libya and Egypt are struggling to recovery and build functioning 

democracy although the nation got rid of the last dictator years ago because the 

currents of mistrust run deep and strong. After the collapse of the dictators some 

countries like Yugoslavia ended up breaking up, the mistrust was just too strong!  

 

Conclusion 

If only Morgan Tsvangirai and his MDC friends had kept their eyes on the ball and 

implemented the democratic reforms necessary for free and fair elections the nation would 

have been spared the return to power of Mugabe. The tyrant rigged the elections and now 

is refusing to go although he has failed to deliver the economic recovery. He is determined 

to stay in power regardless the depths of suffering caused on the people by the worsening 

economic meltdown.  

We must redouble our efforts to force Mugabe to resign and end the human misery the 

economic meltdown is already causing. Each day Mugabe remains in State House is not only 

piling up the human suffering but brings us closer to the day of serious civil unrest and 

chaos! If we think what is happening in countries like Egypt and Libya will never happen in 

Zimbabwe, then we are naïve because we already have a ruthless tyrant determined to stay 

in power at all cost just as these country had. 

 How is Zimbabwe going to avoid the chaos that has befallen countries like Egypt and Libya 

cursed, as Zimbabwe is, with a tyrant determined to stay in power regardless of the human 

suffering and future cost to the nation!  

  Signed. Wilbert Mukori 

Secretary General 
Zimbabwe Social Democrats 
zimbabwesocialdemocrats@gmail.com 
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